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Q: How e-e- beams Push Physics?

Parameters of Electron Beams[12]

Beam Energy 80 GeV ×2

CoM Energy 160 GeV

Current 0.15 mA ×2

Polarization 80 %

Luminosity 3.2×1034 cm-2 s-1

Run time 1Mo= 2.63×106 s-1

Accu Lumin
in a month 84 fb-1

Question:
Before electron beams interacting with lasers in the future 𝜸𝜸
collider, how can we take advantage of primary electron beams 
to test SM and explore new physics?



1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering
• Precise Measurement of 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝑾
• Probe Interaction with Dark Photon 

2. SM Boson Production in ee collision
• cross section of WZ and H production
• Search heavy Higgs via WL

-WL
- scattering

3. Majorana Neutrinos
4. Doubly Charged Boson

H--

Outline



Fundamental	Parameters	in	SM

105ppb

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

Measurements	of	sin' θ) at	Z-pole	[16]Raw	Stat	Uncertainty
0.0005,	2 Mo
0.00026,	8	Mo



Coverage in the range from 7-112 GeV[8]. Complements future lower energy 
programs. Exellent to precise measurement of 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝑾 and observe the 
running of 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝑾 in SM.

Q = 7 GeV
η = 3.1

5 degree

Q = 112 GeV
η = 0

By	H.	Davoudiasl,	H.-S.	 Lee,	and	W.	J.	Marciano	[8]

CMS ATLAS

The	e-e-
Machine	

𝑸 = 𝑬𝑪𝑴
𝟏;𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽

𝟐

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering



V-A structure of weak interaction gives rise to L-R parity violation in Moller 
scattering. The EW Lagrangian is [5]

Aa a result, helicity amplitude squared for certain polarized initial and final 

state takes the following structure, where 𝛽 = '?@
AB

and 𝑐D,F = 	 𝑐H ± 𝑐J [6]

By measuring the L-R parity violation in Moller scattering, one can precisely 
measure the electroweak mixing angle 𝑠𝑖𝑛' 𝜃O [6]

𝝈𝑹

𝝈𝑳𝐴DD;FF

𝝈𝑹𝑹
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1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

𝐴DD;FF =
𝜎DD − 𝜎FF
𝜎DD + 𝜎FF

=
𝑠𝐺X
2𝜋𝛼

𝑢𝑡
𝑠' 4𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃_ − 1

𝐴D;F

𝐴D;F



|η|<3.1,	5	degree
𝝈𝑹𝑹 6.20x106 fb 𝜎D~

5.90x106 fb𝝈𝑹𝑳 5.60.x106 fb
𝝈𝑳𝑹 5.60.x106 fb 𝜎F~

5.86x106 fb𝝈𝑳𝑳 6.12x106 fb

𝝈𝑹𝑹 +𝝈𝑳𝑳		
𝝈𝑹 + 𝝈𝑳

1.23x107 fb 1.18x107 fb

#	total evt
(L=84 fb-1 for RR,LL)

1.03x109 0.99x109

𝝈𝑹𝑹-𝝈𝑳𝑳		
𝝈𝑹-𝝈𝑳

8.0x104 fb 4x104 fb

#	𝑨𝑷𝑽 evt
(L=84 fb-1 for RR,LL)

6.7x106 3.4x106

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

2𝜋𝛼'

𝑠 ×



𝜎DDjFF = 1.2×10k fb

𝜎DD;FF = 8.0×10l fb

𝜎DD;FFmn% = 6.4×10l fb

𝑄 = 110	𝐺𝑒𝑉 90	𝐺𝑒𝑉 50	𝐺𝑒𝑉 20	𝐺𝑒𝑉

#= dcos∗ dXS ∗ L
= 0.01×(3.5×
10{fb)×(84	fb;�)=	
0.3×10�

𝜎DD;FF� = (𝑄	'𝜎DD + 2𝑄(1− 𝑄)𝜎DF + (1− 𝑄)'𝜎FF)-(Q	
'𝜎FF + 2𝑄(1− 𝑄)𝜎DF + (1 −𝑄)'𝜎DD) =P𝜎DD;FF

𝜎DD;FF = 𝜎DD − 𝜎FF = 2(𝜎DD + 𝜎DF)/2	- 2(𝜎FD + 𝜎FF)/2	=	2(	𝜎D − 𝜎F)

Using	both	polarized	beam	allows	direct	measurement	of	𝜎DD;FFwhich	doubles	the	
#	of	asymmetric	events,	comparing	with	single	polarized	beam	(	𝜎D − 𝜎F)

Considering	polarization	efficiency,	a	right	hand	beam	has	actually	Q	right-hand	component,	
polarization	efficiency	P=Q-(1-Q)=2Q-1.	the	observable	asymmetric	has	a	factor	of	P	comparing	
with	perfect	polarization	

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

dcos=0.01

|η|<3.1
𝑑𝜎DD
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

2𝜋𝛼'

𝑠 ×
16

𝑠𝑖𝑛l𝜃+ 𝛽𝑠
16𝑐DD
𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃 + ⋯

𝑑𝜎FF
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

2𝜋𝛼'

𝑠 ×
16

𝑠𝑖𝑛l𝜃+ 𝛽𝑠
16𝑐FF
𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃+ ⋯



𝐴DD;FF
�nn%

𝐴DD;FF
mn%

A=0.06, �J
J

= �
n.�×�n� ∗n.n� = 0.03

|η|<3.1,

A=0.07

𝑄 = 110	𝐺𝑒𝑉

90	𝐺𝑒𝑉 50	𝐺𝑒𝑉 20	𝐺𝑒𝑉

𝐴DD;FF =
𝜎DD −𝜎FF
𝜎DD +𝜎FF

=
𝑠𝐺′X
2𝜋𝛼

𝑢𝑡
𝑠' 4𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃_ −1

Twice	larger	oberserved Asymmetry:	𝐴DD;FF=	
���;���
���j���

~2𝐴D;F=2*	
��;��
��j��

Estimate	the	uncertainty	of	A:

(𝛿𝐴)'= �J
����

'
𝑁DD+

�J
����

'
𝑁FF =

l������
���j��� � = 𝐴 �

���;���
�J
J = �

���;���
�
� =

�
J #

cos𝜃
Estimate	the	uncertainty	of	A

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering



Considering	Polarization,	with	L = 84	fb;� for	both	
LL-RR	and	|η|<3.1.	At	Z-pole	the	statistical	
uncertainty	for	mixing	angle	sin'θ) can	be	estimated.

v Number	of	events	# = dcos ∗ dXS ∗ L = 0.01×
(3.5×10{fb)×(84	fb;�)=	0.3×10� and	left-right	
asymmetry	A=¨��;¨��

¨��j¨��
=0.06:

• ª�
�
= �
J #

=0.03

• Stat:	δsin'θ) = l¬®B¯°;�
l

×ª�
�
=0.0005

• If	# = 1.2×10�, δsin'θ)=0.00025

𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃O =
4𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃O− 1

4 ×
δA
A

Stat-only	δsin'θ)

Small	stat-
uncertainty	in	
low-Q	due	to	
high	cross	
section

|η|<3.1

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering
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LEP   AFB 0.23193(29) 
SLAC ARL 0.23070(26)
3-sigma deviates ?

Good Average 
Ex 0.23125(15) 
Th 0.23124(12)
Constrain New physics

1.8-sigma discrepancy between 
experiements and theory. Why?

By	H.	Davoudiasl,	H.-S.	 Lee,	and	W.	J.	Marciano	[8]

cms Atlas

The	e-e-
Machine	

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering



A possible new physics fitting the constrain and fixing the 1.8-sigma discrepancy 
is coupling between dark photon Z’ with fermion via kinematic and mass 
mixing[8]

Where constrain on kinematic mixing from Br(Z’àll) is
And constrain on mass mixing is                   [8] 

Blue           -- 1-sigma region indicated by experiments. 
Dark Blue  -- constrain allowed region in Z’ model while 1-sigma region of experiments.
Black line  -- SM prediction

By	H.	Davoudiasl,	H.-S.	 Lee,	and	W.	J.	Marciano[8]

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering



~½

With	~	½	factor	
mH correct	
~0.1fb

9 fb	e-e-
60 fb	e-e+	Z*àZH
95 fb	e-e+	W*W*àH

eeàeeWW
eeàevWZ

The	Higgs	production with	
mH=125GeV	 is	about
• 0.2/2	fb	at	 𝑠 = 160 GeV,	
• 9/2				fb	at	 𝑠 = 500 GeV
• 1.4/2	fb	at	 𝑠 = 500 GeV

with	cut	pTe >	15	GeV,	|cos𝜃A| < 0.966

What	if	particles	other	than	e- are	observed?

eeàeeZ

H-->bb

SM	production	of	Higgs	boson	in	e-e- collider

2. SM Boson Production and WW Scattering

By	V	Barger	and	etc [17]



SM	production	of	weak	boson	in	e-e- collider

This	process	are	interesting!

Heavy TeV
Higss

Enhance	WW	
scattering

Enhance	cross	
section	

eeàvvWW

Single	weak	boson Double	weak	boson

2. SM Boson Production and WW Scattering

By	V	Barger	and	etc [17] By	V	Barger	and	etc [17]

ISR,FSR	of	weak	
boson	grow	with	
CoM energy



v Study	by	V.	Barger	shows
𝛥𝜎 = 𝜎OO

³´µ�	¶AH-𝜎OO
·¸

= 2.7	𝑓𝑏 at	 𝑠 = 1.5	𝑇𝑒𝑉
= 4.5	𝑓𝑏 at	 𝑠 = 2.0𝑇𝑒𝑉

v Kinematic	Cut
pTW>150GeV,	|cosθw|<0.8
Ee >	50	GeV,	|cosθe|<0.989
50GeV<pTVV<300	GeV
ΔpTVV>400	GeV

v Observe	TeV level	Higgs	via	
W-W- scattering.	The	mass	
spectrum	of	 two	vector	boson	
VV	will	have	an	enhanced	 tail.

v This	enhancement	can	be	
better	observed	 if	Z	
background	can	be	separated	
from	W,	which	allows	lower	
CoM energy	 𝑠

Enhanced
tail

Sensitive	to	
Heavy	Higgs	
and	new	
Phytsics

2. SM Boson Production and WW Scattering

By	V	Barger	and	etc [17]



Why neutrino have mass? Why left-handed only?

Massive self-conjugate Right-handed neutrinos do not talk to other SM particles 
but only left handed partners . Adding them breaks L symmetry and generate mass.

Mass eigenstates gives 3 lighter and 3 heavier Majorona neutrinos, [3]

𝑀¿ = 	
³À
B

³Á
,  𝑀� = 𝑚¸

Expressing the weak eigenstates in the charged current by the corresponding mass 
eigenstates e-e- à W-W- or W-W- àe-e- is governed by the interaction Lagrangian, 
where the weak interaction coeff 	𝑈A�=

³À
³Á

3. Majorana Neutrino



0𝜈𝛽𝛽 Two	On-shell	W Virtual	W Two	On-shell	W	to	4	jets

2	jets

2	jets

Lepton Channel Hadron Channel Radioactive Isotope

Cross section of LNV 𝜎 ∝ 	 ÆÇÈ
B

Ȩ̀

'
∝ 𝑚ÉÉ

'
, the larger MN is, the smaller cross section get 

suppressed. Constrain on the two parameters mD and mM (or 𝑈A�' and 𝑀�) comes from [3]

v No left-handed Majorana term in theory: ∑𝑀¿𝑈AË' +∑𝑀�𝑈A�' = 0
v Charged current universality 𝑈A�' < 0.004
v The non-observation of neutrinoless double beta decay, neutrino oscillation and  

cosmological survey constrain  effective majorana mass [3]

𝑚ÉÉ = ∑ 𝑈A¿' 𝑀¿ < 𝑒𝑉Ë

3. Majorana Neutrino



Hadron Channel

signal

v Search few TeV level mN
v Similar to neutrinoless double beta decay, in hadron 

channel one can search for a bump on tail of 
Mass_4jets .

v Signal can be observed with 500 GeV CoM energy, 
if MN  <2 TeV [3] . But not sensitive enough for 
heavier mass scale.

v Note	that	the	shape	of	WW	scattering	SM	
background	can	be	used	to	probe	new	physics	too	

3. Majorana Neutrino

WW	scattering	
SM	background

Observable	heavy	
neutrinos	in	full	
theory?
Opportunity	depends	
on	result	from	0vbb

by	C.	Greub and	etc [3]

by	C.	Greub and	etc [3]

by	C.	Greub and	etc [3]



Constrain on 𝑚ÉÉ from neutrino oscillation and  cosmological survey. [18] 
Assuming 𝑚ÌÍÎÏÐÑAÒÑ	 = 0.01	𝑒𝑉 and taking the max of 𝑚ÉÉ = 0.01	𝑒𝑉, choosing 
a mass scale for heavy neutrino 𝑀�, one can calculate the cross section for LNV 
weak process. In order to calculate cross section with effective lagrangian (0.1 eV 
seasaw light neutrino but heavy neutrino is integrated out), one need to take mD ~ 
weak scale and mM~109 TeV. This significantly suppresses NLV

3. Majorana Neutrino

Stefano	Dell’Oro,	and	etc [18]
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Σi, j(e-e- → μ-μ-νiν j) (LNV)

e-e- →W-W- (LNV)
W-W- → μ-μ- (LNV)

v BSM model assumption
§ Effective theory, N is 

integrated over.
§ mD ~ MZ.The lightest 

neutrino mass is 0.1 eV
§ The hierarchy is normal. 

Best fit the oscillation 
result.

§ The PMNS and 
Majorana CP-violate 
phase are zero.

v Around CoM = 160 GeV, two 
on-shell W threshold, Muon 
channel is very clean.

v SM: With luminosity of 84 fb-

1, one gets #=8×10-6 evet ~ 0 
SM event.

Lepton Channel

3. Majorana Neutrino

By	Jeffrey	Berryman	



v In muon channel, SM predicts a relatively small background at 
𝑠=160 GeV. However Bilepton hypothesis predicts an observable 

cross section for dimuon production 𝑒;𝑒; → 𝜇;𝜇; .No missing 
energy. Muons are both energetic. Dimuon mass = 𝑠.

v A boson with lepton number ±2, exists in a few models.
• Vector like 3-3-1 model and SU(15) Grand Unification 

Model. Lower limit on M(Y−−) is >850 GeV [11] 

• Scalar like extended Higgs model. 
o T3=0: >438GeV ATLAS search	for	H++H−−	production	 in	20.3	fb−1	of	pp	

collisions	at	Ecm =	8	TeV.	 [15]
o T3=+/-1: >551GeV

ATLAS search	for	H++H−−	production	 in	20.3	 fb−1	of	pp	collisions	at	Ecm =	8	TeV[15]
o The	Lagrangian	for	Yukawa	Coupling

o The	cross	section	 is

o Requiring	Higher	energy	ee collider,	 TeV levet to	produce	resonance.
Depends	on	mass	and	mass	width	if	off	shell.		

H--

4. Doubly Charged Boson



v If mY = 1.7 TeV,   with luminosity=84 fb-1, one expects 84 fb-1 x 0.3 fb = 25 events.
v If mY = 850 GeV, with luminosity=84 fb-1, one expects 84 fb-1 x 5 fb = 420 events.
v One can reduce background by cutting off dimuon mass somewhere below CoM

energy and only focus on the hard dimuon mass.

4. Doubly Charged Boson

By	P.H.	Frampton	and	etc[4]

0.3	fb

5 fb

v In 3-3-1 bilepton couples with leptons 
via the following Larangian [4]

The cross section for 

where coupling strength model is
and total cross section is  

Diverge	close	
to	resonance	 Γ =

𝜆'𝑚×

8𝜋



Conclusion

v Parity	Violation		Moller	scattering	on	electron-electron	collider	offers	excellent	
chance	to	test	the	running	 of		sin' θ) from	7	GeV	<	Q	<	112	GeV.	Precise	
measuring	 the	running	 of	EW	mixing	angle	to	~0.0002	offers	good	probe	to	Z’	
interaction.	

v WW	scatteringMeasuring	 the	SM	cross	section	for	W,Z	production	 in	ee collider	
offers	a	good	 test	of	 standard	model.	In	addition,	WW	scattering	provide	an	access	
to	heavy	Higgs.	However	ideal	if	higher	energy	500	GeV.	

v MajoranaNeutrino	If	MN =	mM <	2	TeV,	there	can	be	a	chance	to	observe	a	signal	of	
Majorana neutrino.	 If	 mD ~	100	GeV,	we	do	not	have	sensitivity.

v Bilepton: Even	though	160	GeV	ee machine	does	not	produce	a	resonance	of	Y	with	
>850	GeV	or	H	>551	GeV,	good	news	is	the	enhancement	of	muon	pair	production	
can	be	observable.	Say	331	predicts	0.3	fb	more	cross	section	in	𝑒;𝑒; → 𝜇;𝜇;

WW scattering

H--

Thanks	to	Jeffrey	Berryman,	Andre	Gouvea,	Wei-Yee	Keung,	Jianping Chen
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v Electron and selectron are connected by Majorana
photino via interaction Lagrangian on the left.

v Selectron pair are produced on-shell via exchanging 
Majorana photino. Depends on the mass of photino and 
selectron. [1]

4. Selectron Pair production

By	W.Y.	Keung	and	etc [1]



At	SAPPHIRE
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• This	machine	at	highest	µ
• ALR based	on	106 event
• δALR~	0.001
• Stat: δsin2 θW~	0.0002

• In	addition	to	precise	
measurement	of	running	
down	to		10	GeV	

1.1 ARL and sin' θ) in Moller Scattering



1. ARL and sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

𝜎 = 1.2×10k fb

𝜎D;F = 4.0×10l fb
𝜎D;Fmn% = 2.4×10l fb

𝑄 = 110	𝐺𝑒𝑉 90	𝐺𝑒𝑉
50	𝐺𝑒𝑉 20	𝐺𝑒𝑉Z-pole



v Where		1𝑅 = 8.7×10� fb at CoM
energy = 100 GeV

v With kinematic cut on the left
σ=1.5R = 13.05×10� fb. 84 fb-1 

luminosity gives #event = σ×𝐿 =
1.1×10�		

v Selectron decays into SM 
electrons and the lightest SUSY 
particles. The energy, Imass and 
∆𝜙of these signel electrons from 
selectrons is distinct from 
background Moller electron.

4. Selectron Pair production

By	W.Y.	Keung	and	etc [1]



𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃O=0.00022

Z-pole
Q=90GeV

P=100%

P=80%

At	Z-pole	the	statistical	uncertainty	for	mixing	angle	
sin'θ) can	be	estimated.

v Number	of	events	# = dcos ∗ dXS ∗ L = 0.01×
(2.4×10{fb)×(84	fb;�)=	0.2×10� and	left-right	
asymmetry	A=0.14:
• ª�

�
=	 �

#∗�
=0.013

• δsin'θ) = l¬®B¯°;�
l

× �
#∗�

=0.00022

v Number	of	events	# =1×10�, and	left-right	
asymmetryA=0.14:
• ª�

�
=	 �

#∗�
=0.0057

• 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃O = lÒÍÎBÞß;�
l

× �
#∗J

=0.00010

v Number	of	events	# =0.15×10�, and	left-right	
asymmetryA=0.14:
• δA	=	 �

#∗�
=0.0026

• 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑛'𝜃O = lÒÍÎBÞß;�
l

× �
#∗J

=0.00027

2.3e-4







|η|<3.1,	5	degree &&	pT>20	GeV  
𝝈𝑹𝑹 6.20x106 fb 𝜎D~

5.90x106 fb
3.25x106 fb 𝜎D~

2.99x106 fb𝝈𝑹𝑳 5.60.x106 fb 2.73.x106 fb
𝝈𝑳𝑹 5.60.x106 fb 𝜎F~

5.86x106 fb
2.73.x106 fb 𝜎F~

2.97x106 fb𝝈𝑳𝑳 6.12x106 fb 3.21x106 fb

𝝈𝑹𝑹 +𝝈𝑳𝑳		
𝝈𝑹 + 𝝈𝑳

1.23x107 fb 1.18x107 fb 0.65x107 fb 0.60x107 fb

#	total evt
(L=84 fb-1 for RR,LL)

1.03x109 0.99x109 5.37x108 5.01x108

𝝈𝑹𝑹-𝝈𝑳𝑳		
𝝈𝑹-𝝈𝑳

8.0x104 fb 4x104 fb ~4.2x104 fb 2.1x104 fb

#	𝑨𝑷𝑽 evt
(L=84 fb-1 for RR,LL)

6.7x106 3.4x106 ~3.5x106 1.8x106

1. sin' θ) in Moller Scattering

𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =

2𝜋𝛼'
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Outline

LR Asymmetry Majorana Neutrino Bilepton Selectron

Energy s = 160 GeV s = 160 GeV s = 100 GeV s = 100 GeV

Cross section 1.2×10k fb 1×10;'' fb 5×10n fb [4] 1.3×10l fb [1]

Lunimosity 84 fb-1 84 fb-1 84 fb-1 84 fb-1

Signal ∆𝜎D;F= 2.4×10l  fb 0 evt 420 evt 1.1×10� evt

Search
Channel 2-electron 2-muon, 

4-jet (2 on-shell Ws)[3] 2-muon 2-electron

Model and 
Estimation
Asumpiton

7 GeV<Q<112GeV
η < 3.1
P=80%

Coupling mass mixing
mà =	?TeV
mä = 0.1 eV

3-3-1 model
Coupling λ = æ

'
mç = 850 GeV

w/o phase cut for mu

mèØ = 20 GeV
méê = 0 GeV
Coupling e

with phase cut for e


